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Futurist, Technologist, Father



Mathematics Prodigy
• Straight A+ 
• Excelled in Mathematics, 

Physics, Biology, 
Chemistry, and Hard 
Sciences 

• Most Awards in School 
History



Diplomat

Most Model United Nations 
Gavels in School History



Humanitarian

https://www.ocregister.com/
2009/03/18/santa-margarita-

catholic-high-collects-lots-of-
food-for-drive/

Competing High School Come Together 

Senior Kevin Jain surrounded by 8,564 pounds of food 
that was collected by all the participating schools 
during the First Annual Trinity League Food Drive. Jain 
organized the drive and his school, Santa Margarita 
Catholic High School, raised 4,283 lbs.

Turns Competition into Cooperation

https://www.ocregister.com/2009/03/18/santa-margarita-catholic-high-collects-lots-of-food-for-drive/#


Economist
• Macro-Economic Models 

on Ending Poverty


• Economics of 
Technological Innovation, 
Disruption, Research and 
Development



Cosmic Peace
• Maharishi University of 

Management


• Sustainable Business


• Science of Creative Intellingence


• Unified Field of Consciousness



Futurist
The Lifeboat Foundation is a nonprofit 
nongovernmental organization dedicated to 
encouraging scientific advancements while 
helping humanity survive existential risks and 
possible misuse of increasingly powerful 
technologies, including genetic engineering, 
nanotechnology, and robotics/AI, as we move 
towards the Singularity.

The agency's current mission statement calls on 
the agency “to pioneer the future in space 
exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics 
research.”

Humanity+ is an international nonprofit membership organization which 
advocates the ethical use of technology to expand human capacities. In other 
words, we want people to be better than well.

https://lifeboat.com/ex/programs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity


Author



Advanced Technologist

he Cure Is Now is a national, non-profit 
organization dedicated to eliminating 
acquired, congenital, and developmental 
diseases. Our cornerstone philosophy is to 
use a convergence of emerging technologies 
to combat diseases at the root level. 



Manager 
East Hampton Technology Center

• Augmented Reality


• Virtual Reality



Secretary
• The Sunni Jain Foundation

India plants 66 million 
trees in 12 hours as part 
of record-breaking 
environmental campaign

* Example Aspirational Project * 



Testimonials
DAN HONIG, PHD 
Department of Public Policy, Harvard Kennedy School 

"I've had many brilliant students at Harvard; Kevin stands out from the rest. Kevin is unique for his ability to make 
connections others don't see and the earnestness with which he pursues understanding and engagement. Kevin's unique 
perspective on the world, coupled with his razor-sharp intellect, give him the real possibility of being a generational 
change-maker. If you believe, as do I, that the smartest probabilistic bets are almost always on individuals rather than 
abstract ideas, I'd bet on Kevin; his upside potential is enormous.” 

DEBBIE ROBINS, M.A. 

Executive Business Coach, Best-selling author, Huffington Post Blogger 

"I didn't have the good fortune to meet Steve Jobs as a young man. I can only imagine it would be identical to my 
experience of knowing Kevin Jain. It is already obvious that Kevin, at 23, is a visionary and leader. He is destined and 
determined to use his off-the-charts intelligence, understanding of technology, creativity and infectious spirit to radically 
improve the world.” 

DAVID PARKES, PHD  

Harvard University George F. Colony Professor of Computer Science 

"Kevin Jain is bright, creative and passionate, and I’m sure he will succeed in building exciting new products that impact 
our daily lives.” 
•


